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The House of Life by Mario Praz and the infinite space of literature as a place to re-live the traces 
left by the inhabitants in their inner universe. The pages of a book, much more than a stroll through 
spaces frozen by museums, as a place to search for a true approach to chronicling the architecture 
of private life. Interiors as they are related by the inhabitant showing the most intangible subtleties 
of the dream of living. 
Essayist, literary critic, anglophile, teacher English 
Literature at the University of Rome, contributor to the 
Warburg Institute, antiques expert, author of The House 
of Life (1958), stooped and shy, Mario Praz (1896-1982), 
il professore, generated a great number of legends 
around him. He explained to one friend how the power 
of the devil had been attributed to him. It is said that he 
was a carrier of misfortunes, some of which were borne 
out, such as the crashing down of large ceiling lamps 
or steam engine collisions. Descendent of a world born 
of the illustrious and indifferent to his own time, the joy 
with which he lived his own misfortunes, his inner exile, 
only served to increase the aura of mystery which sur-
rounded him. In the film Gruppo di famiglia in un interno 
by Luchino Visconti (translated in English as Conversa-
tion Piece), Burt Lancaster plays the part of a fatalistic 
old professor who, attended by his young maid, dedicates 
his time to the solitary contemplation of art. Praz lived in 
a very similar situation, which is no coincidence, as the 
Italian director admitted that the film had been inspired 
by him, by the inhabitant of an old manor house remi-
niscent of those which appear in Emile Zola’s Rome or in 
Portrait of a Lady by Henry James. 
In 1934 he went to live at the Ricci Palace, in the via 
Giulia. Then, that particular meander of baroque Rome 
lived tranquilly in a city of provinces. And the book, 
with a title as suggestive as The House of Life, tells the 
story of how that gloomy Roman palace, aged but noble, 
became filled with beautiful things, objects of the past 
found in European antiques markets, Empire-style fur-
niture and small artefacts that the history of art with a 
capital ‘A’ considered simply to be ‘art mineur’ or at the 
very most decorative art. And there he spent his days 
in that over-refined setting, surrounded by trinkets, a 
little bit beyond life itself, like the reflected images of 
the Empire-style mirrors which decorated his house, 
and which the writer loved so much. They are, said Praz 
talking of the mirrors, like the glass of an aquarium 
which separates our own state from another, populated 
by silent creatures. Happy in his shipwreck – melan-
choly is the joy of being sad, said Victor Hugo – his life 
was blighted by the thought that true happiness was to 
be found elsewhere, in places never visited or seen, and 
for which he felt a profound nostalgia. The House of Life 
was a finalist for the 1958 Strega Prize, awarded to the 
prince of Lampedusa for The Leopard – a novel which 
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was also made into a film by Luchino Visconti, with Burt 
Lancaster playing the part of a ruined aristocrat who 
the old professor in Gruppo di famiglia in un interno 
would later remind us of. This coincidence in the same 
literary event signified the meeting of two voices which 
belonged to the time of reflection during the post war 
period, the moral landscape of Europe having changed, 
where writing seemed to be the only way to immortalize 
the old ways. The Majorcan writer Llorenç Villalonga, 
soul brother to the Sicilian Prince, was also have been 
tuned in to that time. Remember that what The Leopard 
and Bearn, two books published simultaneously, have in 
common is the aristocratic decadence of two Mediter-
ranean islands. To read any of these three authors is to 
return to a serene, balanced style of writing, that is to 
say neoclassical, which exudes clear nostalgia for the 
past, a lack of faith in the present, and curiosity for the 
future. It could be said that they lived convinced that the 
only paradise was paradise lost. 
In fact, in The House of Life an innate capacity to discover 
the forgotten angle of things is continually perceived, 
and this seems to be a constant in Praz’ work, one way 
or another. In 1930 he excelled himself with the study La 
carne, la morte e il diavolo nella letteratura romantica 
(Flesh, death and the devil of romantic literature) about 
which, to encourage people to read it, we shall only say 
that Bernadetto Croce criticised it for the perversity 
and fascination with which the author demonstrated the 
most decadent and erotic aspects of romanticism. With 
La filosofia dell’arredamento (translated into English 
as ‘An Illustrated History of Interior Decoration: From 
Pompeii to Art Nouveau’), published in 1945, he became 
one of the first people to take an interest in the culture of 
inhabiting, and one of the first to consider and chronicle 
the architecture of private life. While Praz felt fascinated 
by the splendid appliqués of the Empire-style furniture, 
history accused the style adopted by the 19th century 
bourgeoisie of using a superficially neoclassical lan-
guage. But the collectors, unsatisfied by modern times, 
demonstrated a critical capacity before their time by tak-
ing a style into their homes, and also into their university 
writings, which was frowned upon at that time. Let us 
remember another of his publications from 1940, Gusto 
Neoclassico (Neoclassical Taste). During those years, the 
critics thought that from the moment the painter David 
stopped working for the Jacobins - for whom the cult of 
antiquity was almost a religion - to obey the orders of 
the Emperor, Neoclassicism became a simple revival of 
the classics. Praz however, who as we said, knew how to 
read the silence of things, how to capture the familiar air 
of objects which at first glance might seem disconcert-
ing, converted the house of life into an exile for rejected 
objects, furniture, fans, porcelain, dolls houses, waxes, 
genre paintings and a great number of curiosities. It has 
to be said that The House of Life is his own philosophy 
dell’arredamento which begins in the 18th century, pass-
ing through the Empire style, to the biedermeier domes-
ticity of the second half of the 19th century. 
It is this first aspect that we wish to emphasise. The 
construction of a house, of an environment capable of 
giving life to objects rather than simply exhibiting them, 
unveiled thanks to a strange and fascinating book, 
somewhere between a descriptive catalogue and a stroll 
through Proustian memories, where the disorder of 
things, life and the dwelling come together. An apart-
ment arranged en suite - a distribution that does not 
exist in modern houses where the most private rooms 
are hidden by a corridor – is reproduced in the index of 
the publication: the entrance hall, the dining room, the 
bedroom with views of the Piazza Ricci, the ante room, 
Lucia’s Chamber, the sitting room and the boudoir. Praz, 
with the eye of an expert capable of seeing a world of 
sensations in the most irrelevant facts, strolled through 
each of these rooms and, as Masson says in L’erotisme 
du collectioneur, every object became an opaque mirror 
within which to contemplate infinity.
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A good example of this is the collection of small wax fig-
ures exhibited on the Regency shelf. When nobody con-
sidered them to be art, maybe because of the sensation 
of calm which they produced – we look at them and sud-
denly we are gripped by doubt as to whether it is fact they 
who are looking at us – Praz wondered why we could not 
also like extravagant things, those corpses which refuse 
to be reduced to simple objects. 
He also collected the kind of dollhouses which were com-
missioned by the Dutch, investors of domesticity. These 
complex scale models which, when described or talked 
about, become miniature memorials to ordinary expe-
rience. Suddenly, a trivial artefact or a genre painting 
hung on the walls of one of those living rooms sparked 
off a sequence of interwoven motives. The conversation 
piece in an elegant interior setting, painted by Margue-
rite Gérard – a follower of Fragonard – was the motive 
for a very seductive lesson for genre painting in the 18th 
century. In fact, there were many watercolours of that 
genre whose interest lay in showing domestic interiors, 
and in the ‘fly on the wall’ view of peaceful family scenes. 
The mahogany and elm palm bookcase with darkwood 
mouldings and simple decorative ovals on the upper 
doors, which had at one time been in the Capponcina de 
D’Annunzio villa, concealed the history of the “first hour-
glass without sand”. It was made from two incandescent 
light bulbs, end to end, joined by the screw to emulate the 
classic hour glass shape, and was invented by Gabriele 
himself, who later fixed it to the cyma of the bookcase. 
The Empire writing desk, so difficult to find, held memo-
ries of all its past writers and at the same time, other 
characters such as Goethe, Gogol and Schiller. The 19th 
century harp which stood in the corner of the sitting room 
crossed paths with the woman who appeared in the blue 
1830s style dress playing an identical harp in a painting 
which he was especially fond of. 
The writings of Praz, with their admirably rich vocabulary, 
capture a reader who, fascinated by what is conjured up by 
each of the objects, can get closer to the secret life inside 
the Ricci Palace. Each of the artefacts has its moment 
of fame, when it becomes unique among a hundred oth-
ers and, all at once, from beneath each of them certain 
themes begin to emerge: the Florence of his childhood, 
sunny and filled with light; Rome, the city where he was 
born and which he wanted to wed; the English cities of 
his University days or visits to his ex-parents-in-law. 
His family: the grandfather, the stepfather and a woman 
who like his British ex-wife barely figure. His friends, his 
enemies, acquaintances, antiques dealers, editors and 
personalities from the world of culture, etcetera. 
Praz defended –La filosofia dell’arredamento– the house 
as a projection of oneself, a state of being. Throughout 
the pages of The House of Life he often admitted that 
sometimes he didn’t know when he was the protagonist 
and when he was the victim of things. The merging of 
inhabitants and created spaces was so intense that the 
destruction or metamorphosis of those environments 
would necessarily mean the demolition of the individual. 
The House if Life is what the Ancient Egyptians called 
the place where their mummies were kept. One night in 
1964 a robber broke into the writer’s apartment. Alerted 
by the dry sound of a chair falling to the floor, he woke 
up and the intruder ran off. From that moment the per-
sonality of the home, which he had defined as a shell, 
changed. The spell of the private sanctuary had been 
broken; the things had not been contaminated but the 
room had. It was no longer the same. Four years later 
a combination of circumstances enabled him to trans-
fer his entire collection to the Primoli Palace, in the via 
Zanardelli, which was more mediocre but also more 
practical that the Ricci. Today Praz’ last home can be 
visited. Again, the silence of the objects and their secrets 
is stolen by the public who visit what was a vital space 
constructed in the interior of the palace. 
The desire to show us ways of life from the past, together 
with the conviction that the culture of each century could 
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not only be composed of masterpieces, the continuous 
contact with the world of antiques and auctions, the 
tyranny of space, and a passion for owning beautiful or 
special things reminds us of a case very close to home 
– that of Frederic Marès and his museum in Barcelona. 
Luigi Bàccolo, in the Vita di Casanova reminds us of that 
character who had such a weakness for large objects (it 
is difficult on the other hand not to sink into the image, 
beautifully recreated by Marcello Mastroianni, of the 
senile Casanova in Ettore Scola’s Nuit de Varennes) that 
as an old man he would cling to small things – the only 
ones that would be certain to keep us company until the 
end. Both Praz and Marès, who sometimes seem to have 
been born old, dedicated a great part of their lives to 
filling their houses with objects discovered before they 
were worth anything. Marès also told the story of his 
museum in El mundo fascinante del coleccionismo y de 
las antiguedades. Memorias de un coleccionista (1977) 
(The fascinating world of collecting and antiques. Mem-
oirs of a collector). Just like Praz, he tells us that there 
is a story behind every artefact, and he tells us those 
stories. It should be pointed out that despite its unques-
tionable value, Marès’ book by no means has the literary 
quality and critical profoundness of The House of Life 
– perhaps these are the qualities which save Praz from 
the dullness which blights the majority of books written 
on private collections – but it helps us towards a perfect 
understanding of the spirit of collecting and the shaping 
of the museum. The result is a museum which is both 
extensive and intensive, a living museum study. Marès is 
both like an historian, having acquired the second best 
collection of Hispanic sculpture, and an entomologist 
in bringing together objects by rooms and categorising 
them according to everyday headings (religion, female/
male, leisure, time, etc.) But he also displays an intimate 
and accumulative presentation more like that of a col-
lector. The asceticism of the museum is substituted by 
an extremely personal space which lives in contradiction 
with its public function. The Marès Museum and the Pri-
mili Palace, like the Wallace Collection, the Frick Collec-
tion and Cau Ferrat, transmit the certain pleasure which 
the owners of these collections privately experienced. 
We should also mention Soane’s house which, in the 
face of a modern, crowded city charged with conflicts, 
the architect managed to convert into a final refuge, an 
interior universe full of things distant and past, defined 
by Walter Benjamin in his celebrated essay as the traces 
of living. In fact, as a novel within a novel, in The House 
of Life Praz also talks of other house museums he visited 
throughout his travels. His most heartfelt comments are 
those about his 1955 visit to Newstead Abbey - one of the 
homes of the poet Lord Byron. As a result of that experi-
ence he affirmed that it was not a house which emanated 
good taste, but had the half-abandoned air of a student’s 
room in a college residence, and for that very reason the 
whole atmosphere seemed to be crawling with life. It 
was not the atmosphere of settled dust found in muse-
ums. He also commented that in front of Byron’s places 
and objects he experienced a sensation that he did not 
have in the presence of Keats’ possessions, or when he 
put on Manzoni’s spectacles. “The life that [Lord Byron] 
was unable to give to his verses, he gave to the things 
he had contact with.” Shakespeare’s house in Stratford-
upon-Avon turned out to be an unimpressive little museum 
of private relics. In fact, that museum house formed part 
of the reinvented house museums where the inhabitant 
had never actually lived. In Spain, the Greco or Cervantes 
museums are true reinventions, and the Dulcinea de 
Toboso museum is probably the most genuine. 
But to return to the examples mentioned – the Pallazzo 
Primoli, the Wallace Collection, the Frick Collection, 
Cau Ferrat and Soane’s house – these museum spaces 
assume an approximation to the individual. The fetish-
ism of a private live becomes a public tool of the person 
in question. But this invasion into a personal life forces 
what is private to become public. On very few occasions 
is the atmosphere that Praz experienced in Byron’s 
house conserved. These are places which lack signs of 
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occupation, or explicit evidence of daily life. In any case, 
we can certainly be sure that within the infinite literary 
space in which The House of Life moves, the traces left 
by the inhabitant in this interior universe can be fol-
lowed, like a box containing the fingerprints of everyday 
life. It is in the pages of a book, rather than during a 
stroll through spaces frozen by museum curators, where 
we will find the true interior as described by the inhabit-
ant himself, and this is the true approach to chronicling 
the architecture of private life. It is here that the most 
intangible subtleties of the dream of living really appear. 
And it is precisely this aspect that we also wanted to 
emphasise in this article. In La filosofia dell’arredamento 
the Professor maintained that by classifying similar 
objects alongside each other in vitrines, however beauti-
ful they might be, the perfume would vanish and the all 
charm escape. Logical order, he affirmed, suppressed 
the air of the fantastic. He did not seek a place in which 
to collect souvenirs, but a house where these objects 
lived - a house full of Imperial-style furniture and trin-
kets capable of creating an atmosphere which gives 
them life - a truly domestic environment. The true lover 
of interiors, he maintained, did not consent to giving 
visitors the tour du propiétaire without some degree of 
reticence and annoyance. Narcissus did not know what to 
do with the admiration of the nymphs. He did not want a 
beautiful house to be admired by others but for his own 
solitary, melancholy contemplation. Perhaps it would 
be too audacious to consider that in a restricted sense 
the exclusive relationship with things and the evoca-
tion of their ghosts which the pages of The House of 
Life entrusts us with, enters into conflict with the naph-
thalene odour of the museumised rooms in the Primoli 
Palace. Everyone must draw their own conclusion. In any 
case, it is true is that this layered, rich and complex text 
transmutes the erratic space of literature by offering us 
the chance to follow the true routes of privacy, and to 
recreate the Professor’s universe, reduced to the dimen-
sions of the human eye. Praz affirmed that his aim as a 
collector was, as he once saw noted under a portrait of 
Joyce, to write the mystery of himself into the furniture. 
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